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Yearly Stocks Trading at the ASE 
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*Accumulative up to September  

ASE performance 
 

The ASE performance have shown a great 
improvement over the last nine months of 
this year. The share price index of the ASE 
overshot its usual record during the trading 
session of Monday September 15th reaching 
244.37 points, the highest since ASE’s 
inception, closing at 237.18  point by end of 
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September with a 39.50% rise as compared 
to the beginning of the year. The 
accumulative volume of trading from the 
beginning of this year till end of September 
was JD1201.7 million with a 45.27% rise as 
compared to the same period of last year. 
The accumulative number of shares raised 
to 692.9 million, and the executed contracts 
reached 564.7 thousand, namely an increase 
of 81.3% and 58.1% respectively, against 
the same period of last year. ASE 
capitalization was around JD7.0 billion, 
constituting 105.2% of the GDP. It is to be 
noted that all these are record figures, 
unprecedented on the ASE. 

" jZ9;v" �-�4@-A)٣٩,٥٠" "א"""٪) "UVא "A]א', �H" ,v@-^HS-T/" ."""-12
"xZQM" S-T/א" "UVא "A]א', U:H" "א/�א012 $Mא[Z/א" J�Q" �א@�4

""""mn"$%&'(")*+",'-*v)١٢٠١,٧"("""jZ9;v"�-�4@-A"@-:'D"=%P&H
)٤٥,٢٧"(٪""""zA-;/א" S-T/א"WH" �"��v"א/��{H",v@-^H" .""�Mא@�4

"" mn" klP/" "א/�א012 ,/Mא[ZYא" J*]Eא" D[>)٦٩٢,٩" ("""=%P&H
)/�"""")"٥٦٤,٧(/�אD[>M"J*]"""mn"klP/"012"א/D%^T"אU�:Y{"א

<&x"א/Z%א/v@-^H"0,"٪)"٥٨,١(M٪)"٨١,٣(<^]"AM:;9,"א@�4-�"
""zA-;/א"S-T/א"WH"}��/א"��v"�H"."""",PK%;/1,"אP^&/",9;:/-A"-H(
""" "�Q"�.&9%א/0 =-1>" ,?@%9/)٧,٠" ("""""-H" k~uZ/" @-:'D" @-P&H

" jZ9;v)١٠٥,٢" "א��-/٪0) "א�&0 "א/:-�4 WH" ."")2U'" -�M
""�UV",�-2"=�Aא)+GYא"F"""""""U:H"t%;/א"-*&�;'"�M",P]-PK"�ZT4"
j;P]�4. 

Workshop on Corporate Governance  R3.S>א!,TU805!א);!V$%!&W(6 

Assessment of corporate governance in the 
Arab region, its relation to securities, its 
application within family-owned companies 
and the role of accountants, auditors and 
banks in the enhancement of corporate 
governance principles were some of the 
most prominent issues on the agenda of the 
Middle East and North Africa Corporate 
Governance Expert Meeting held in Cairo 
last September under the patronage of the 
Egyptian Ministry of External Trade, 
Egyptian Center for Economic Studies 
(ECES) and Center for International Private 
Enterprise (CIPE). Mr. Jalil Tarif the 
Executive Manager of the ASE presented a 
paper on the legal and legislative framework 
for corporate governance in Jordan. The 
workshop was attended by a group from 
Jordan, along side other delegations from 
Egypt, Morocco and Lebanon, as well as 
representatives from the OECD and the 
World Bank. 

"" ,/-Q" JPP^40;]GYא" J~�Z/א"",PA)T/א" ,^y:Yא" B"""-*ZK5>M"
""""@MDM",P&�-T/א"F-2)u/א"B",12%א�"F-^P9y4M",P/-Yא"tא@ME-A

""" �D-9H" �'�T4" B" "Mא/9:%� `^K[YאM" א/J~�Z""א�-[9`
،0;]GY$56""א"-*ZuK-:H"��"�/א/^�-'-"א"JV("WH"�v-2"

"<k1">�"<:%א= ,+@M0;]GYא" J~�Z/א""�]MEא"t)u/א"B"
""")V-^/א" B"F[^>"�/אM" ،-P^')�(" $-�M"""$%&'(" )*+" $56" }

"�2)YאM" ,')lYא" ,P\@- א" }@-�Z/א" "LMא@{ ,'->)AM" 0X-Yא
"""""""�'@-u1&/" 0Y-T/א" �2)YאM" ,'D-lZKbא" F-]א@[&/" ¡)lYא

$56"WH"=-1>",?@%A"�2@-+"OPQ""."(CIPE)א -?,""
""",?@%9&/"¡UP�:Z/א")'[Yא"�')�"kP&\"[P;/א"-*H[K"k1>",K@M

')uZ/אM" 0v%v-^/א" " "א��-@ C-:A" $%QA" "א -?, 0T"J~�Z/-
0;]GYא=D@Eא" B"" ."""""""F[*+" "א/%@+, �UV" =�A" )2U'" -�M

""¢).YאM")lH"WH"w)6("D%�M"mn",�-X�-A"=D@Eא"WH"א@%�Q
""""""""",P1:Z/אM" ¡D-lZKbא" =M-TZ/א" ,1£:H" W>" `&¤�M" =-:9/M

(OECD)0/M[/א/9:¥"אM"." 
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First International Conference on 
Capital Markets 

 R0670!א56I!;(5!>.(אZ!)>Y!א<5#א<LXS!א 
Organized by the Athens and Thessaloniki 
stock exchanges, the First International 
Capital Markets Conference was held in the 
Greek city of Thessaloniki with the 
participation of 12 countries, including 
Jordan, Egypt, Russia, Romania, Bulgaria and 
Greece. A set of issues related to emerging 
capital markets, their development, the role of 
financial markets in economy, surveillance in 
financial markets and means of enhancement 
of surveillance, corporate governance, 
transparency, and data dissemination were 
debated. A special session was held to discuss 
cooperation opportunities among participating 
countries. Mr. Tarif took part in and headed a 
session on the developments of and challenges 
before financial markets, he noted the need for 
capital markets to focus on raising awareness 
of their importance and their role in bolstering 
investment and economic growth. He added 
that international competition of financial 
markets is growing, hence the need for them 
to restructure to gain more market flexibility 
and efficiency, and he noted the importance of 
regional and international cooperation among 
financial markets in terms of facilitating 
investment and investment flows amongst 
countries and the lifting of any constrains on 
the free flow of investments. Means of present 
and future cooperation between Athens Stock 
Exchange and the ASE to serve both 
exchanges were the theme of sideline 
discussions. 

 

"""$ME0"א/M[/א")�GYא"[^¦>"،¥Pv%/-]M"-:Pa("�?@%A"WH"JP£:ZA
""""-]" ,:'[H"B"$-Yא"§(@"tא%]("$%Q""OPQ"،,Pv-v%P/א"¥Pv%/

" _/"`&¤�")�GY-A"�@-+)١٢"("")lHM"=D@Eא" -*:PA"WH",/MD
"""=-v%P/א"mn",�-X�-A"،-'@-.&AM"-Pv-HM@M"-P]M@M"."$56"¨"[KM

""",P/-Yא" tא%]Eא" J*4"�/א" "א/^�-'- WH" ,>%1©"Oª" )�GYא
""D-lZKbא" B" ,P/-Yא" tא%]Eא" @MDM" -V)'%y4" k9]M" א/:-+»,

&>" ,A-K)/אM""""""�%X%HM" -V�'�T4" F-Pv-~HnM" ,P/-Yא" tא%]Eא" x
"""""""[^>"mn",�-X�-A"F-H%&TYא")uvM",P�-�u/אM"F-2)u/12%,"אQ
""""`A"-H"��uYא"=M-TZ/א"F-Pv-~HnM"¬)�"$%Q",?-6",;&\

,2@-uYא" $M[/א" .")'[Yא" �')�" kP&\" [P;/א" �@-+" [KM" UVא
"""""k1>" ,;&\" §()4M" )�GYא" "UVא B" =-1>" ,?@%9/" ¡UP�:Z/א

$%Q""""""OPQ"،-**\א/�"%4א"F-'[�Z/אM",P/-Yא"tא%]Eא"@%y4"
)+-@"�P2)4",P1V("mn"אE[%אt"אx&>",P/-Y"א/uvM"JP&TZ("א/%<0"""
"Mא/:%1""" @-1¤Z]bא" �'�T4" B" ,P/-Yא" tא%]Eא" @MDM" ,P1V�A
א�A"[2(M"،¡D-lZKb="אY:-�;,"א/]P/M,"/[%אt"א�Z4",P/-Yא']"""""""

-Yא" tא%]Eא" x&>" JZ®" ¡U/א" )HEא"""""-*;�v" ,&~PV" }D->n" ,P/
""""""""""}@M)XM"،t%;/א",P/-T�M"}C-�2"}D-'L"B"�2(",vM)H"-*�-y>�
"""""""",P/-Yא" tא%]Eא" `A" -H" 0/M[/אM" 01P&Kא�" =M-TZ/א" }D-'L
"""""""$M[/א"`A" -H"F1¤-@אZ]bא" z�[4M" @-1¤Z]bא" ,P&1>" kP*;Z/

"F1¤-@אZ]bא" ¥&4" ¢-P;vא" x&>" D%P^/א" "LnMא/, ."¯v-\" WHM
H-V" x&>" ¨" [^�" )6°""""=M-TZ/א" F-Pv-~Hn" Oª" )�GYא" ±

"""""�'�T4" ¬)�M" -P:a(" ,?@%AM" =-1>" ,?@%A" `A" -H" ��uYא
"W'[&9/א"B"$-Y0"@)§"אK%]"S[²"-³"759^Z;H"=M-TZ/א". 

The Eighth Meeting of Euromoney 
 [\6()@A0!K\#]08_^!אA>א 

Mr. Saleh Horani, Chairman of the board of 
the ASE and Mr. Tarif attended the Eighth 
Euromoney Forum on Arab Financial Sector, 

�2@-+ ,?@%A" "=-1>" ",&¤�" 0/-T³" "[P;/1]"" "א´" ""µ-? 
"""�')�"kP&\"[P;/אM",?@%9/א" א�%א@Dn"�&©"�P�@"0vא@{
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held in Cairo, with the participation of more 
than one thousand representatives from Arab 
and non-Arab countries. The meeting was 
held to discuss the means of developing the 
financial sector in the Arab world and 
identifying investment opportunities. Mr. 
Tarif presented a paper tackling various 
issues, such as the international financial 
markets legal transformation into privately 
owned and managed bodies, the most 
significant developments on Arab capital 
markets over the recent years in terms of 
separation of the supervisory from the 
executive, and the implementation of 
electronic trading and settlement systems in a 
number of Arab exchanges. He said the 
overall capitalization of Arab financial 
markets approached the $300 billion, 40% of 
the GDP, and 1% of the overall capitalization 
of world markets, while trading on Arab 
markets did not exceed the 0.2% of global 
trading. He made a general reference to 
disclosure and transparency in Arab financial 
markets, and took particular note of Jordan in 
this respect. 

"$%Q""0v%HM@%P&/"WH-¤/א"x^Z&Yא"B",?@%9&/"¡UP�:Z/א" )'[Yא
"""[^>"¡U/0"אA)T/0"א/-Yא"�-y^/א"""""WH")¤2(",2@-u³"})V-^/א"B"

"""""¥/¶M" ،,P9:\(M" ,PA)>" ,/MD" `a5a" =%&¤·" �@-uH" �/(
"""""¬)�"x&>"¸)TZ/אM"0A)T/0"א/-Yא"�-y^/א")'%y4"k9]"O�9/

,Q-ZY1¤-@"אZ]bא"."""-*P�"$M-:4"k1>",K@M"�')�"[P;/א"S[KM
""k'%<" %¹" ,P/M[/א" ,P/-Yא" tא%]Eא" j\%4" ،-*:H" @%H(" }[>

9&/" 0v%v-^/א" k~u/א""""k9K" WH" "HM]א@{ ,2%&�" º9lZ/" F-?@%
""""""",1*Yא"Fא@%yZ/א"mא",�-X�-A"،¬- א"�-y^/א/�"+*]4*-""""א

"""kl�"OPQ"WH"}86Eא"F$56"א/;:%א",PA)T/א"$-Yא"tא%](
"""""""""WH" D[>" W~�" ¥/U2M" ،¡UP�:Z/א" @M[/א" W>" 0A-K)/א" @M[/א
""",'%;4M" $M4]א" ,1£v(" zP9y4" WH" ,PA)T/א" ,P/-Yא" tא%]Eא

,PvM�~/n".(M""""""""",P/-Yא"tא%]/",PK%;/1,"אP^/א"=("mn"¥/U2"@-+
٪)"jZ9;v"-H"M("@bMD"@-P&H)٤٠")"٣٠٠(א/Q"»&94",PA)T%א/0"

"M"0/-א/:-�4"א�&0"א��"WH)١"(٪""",PK%;/1,"אP^/א"k1©"WH
"""""""""",P/-Yא" tא%]Eא"B" $Mא[Z/א" S-�Q(" =(" -12" ،,PY-T/א" tא%]/

" LM-�Z4" b" ,PA)T/٠,٢(א" (٪"" $Mא[Z/א" k1©"WH"0/M[/א" .""-12
"""""""tא%]Eא"B",P�-�u/אM"¼-lא��"�%X%H"mn"�')�"[P;/א"@-+(

"¬-6"k~uA"=D@Eא"BM"S->"k~uA",PA)T/א",P/-Yא. 
 

Ninth Annual Meeting of FEAS 
 !&@*6(6Iא!`#'()E0א!?#ab!H.#80א!c)230א!LXS>א

&1)@.Iא 
The Ninth Annual Meeting of FEAS was 
held in Sofia, Bulgaria last September. Mr. 
Nader Azar, Assistant of Executive 
Manager, represented the ASE and headed a 
meeting for the Marketing and Information 
Committee. The ASE was reelected as head 
of the same committee. The Byelaws were 
amended to allow for the adherence of non-
stock members and to exonerate member 
exchanges that pass through hard conditions 
f h i l b i i f

""""",PAM@MEא" F-?@%9/א" D-<b" �]-Z/א" "א/;:%¡ )�GYא" [^>
" -P�%?" ,:'[H" B" ,'%P]½א" /0X-Yא" $%&'(" $56" -'@-.&A".

""""""@L->" @D-v" [P;/-A" ,&¤�" jP�" =-1>" ,?@%A" �2@-+" OPQ
"",:¾" �-1Z\4()§"א"¡U/אM" ,?@%9&/" ¡UP�:Z/א" )'[Yא" [>-;H

F-H%&TYאM"z'%;Z/א"."¢-¿Zvא"}D->n")�GY$56"א"¨M""",?@%A
""Cא)\n" ¥/U2M" ،F-H%&TYאM" z'%;Z/א" ,:�&/" 7-;P�@" =-1>
""""""S-1�v-A"º1;'"OPª"D-<5/"0&6א/]א"S-£:/א"x&>"F5'[T4 
"א/F-?@%9"א/�"�( C-�>n"¥/U2M"F-?@%9/8"א{"WH"C-�>(
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from their annual subscription fees. 
Bukharist Stock Exchange’s membership 
was accepted, and various FEAS financial 
issues were discussed during the meeting. 

M)£A"."$56"¨"-12¸"א[S%]@"WH",P�-:¤Z"אb+�א�"א/;:%',"
""]@-À" ,?@%A" S-1�vא" x&>" "אY%א�^, �-1Z\bא""""D-<5/" �

"D-<5/",P/-Yא"@%HEא",uK-:HM. 
 

CNBC Arabia broadcasts shares 
traded on the ASE 

 !&de!^A%!"#$%!&'()*!+!,-.Iא!(#G.<!f*
CNBC&@*LG0א! 

As part of its policy to broadcast trading 
data through all possible means, the ASE 
started to have its traded shares broadcasted 
live on the CNBC Arabia channel. The 
ASE’s share price index and losers and 
gainers companies during the daily trading 
sessions will also be broadcasted. CNBC 
Arabia is a news channel that is specialized 
in Arab and international economic and 
financial news, and is shown on the Arab 
Sat and Nile Sat. 

"""$Mא[Z/א" F-H%&TH" O9/" ,PHא/(א" =-1>" ,?@%A" ,]-P]" W1X
"""""" ,y´" F([A" ،,Q-ZYא" k�-]%/א" ,�-~ACNBC"",PA)T/א"

""k~uA""=-1>",?@%A"B"F-2)u/א"$Mא[4"@-T]("O9A" 6GH(א7
""J*]Eא"@-T]E"0]-P^/א"JK)/א"O9A"S%^4"¥/U2"،)+-9HM"0Q
"""""""$56" "Mא -[({ ,ªא/(א" F-2)u&/" ,�-X�-A" =-1>" ,?@%9/

"א ,;&\,PH%P/א" $Mא[Z/" ." ,y´" =-A" )2U'" -�MCNBC"
""""""B" ,ll¿ZH" ,PY->M" ,PA)>" ,'@-96n" ,y´" 0V" ,PA)T/א
"WH"$56"א/^1(""""""" "MאK"O94M",P/-Y:%א4*- ,'D-lZKbא"Fb-Áא

F-]"k'-v"¡)lYא/^1("אM"F-;A)>"0A)T/א. 
 

ASE Resolution 
 &'()E0א)א`!אLg 

-"The ASE Board decided to list the issue of 
the International Tobacco and Cigarettes 
Company’s Corporate Bonds as of 
September 16th, 2003. The issuance date is 
16/7/2003 and the maturity date is 
16/7/2006, with a value of JD5 million, 
and 5.75% interest rate. 

-"The Executive Manager of the ASE 
decided to resume trading on the shares 
of International Textile Manufacturing 
Company as of September 7th, 2003, 
following the completion of its capital 
reduction procedures from JD2.5 million 
to JD1 million. 

−  @)K""�&©""}@אDn",?@%A"""Âא@Dn" =-1>"""""Ã)_K" D-:__]א
"Ä'@-_ZA" }@[_lYא" ،,P/M[/א" "Mא/;�__-�_( "א/]6_-= ,__2)+

١٦/٧/٢٠٠٣Ä'@-__ZA" z�Z;4M" ١٦/٧/٢٠٠٦" ,1P^A")٥"(
"" }[�-�M" ،@-:'D" `'5H)٥,٧٥(٪"""""WH" "א<9Z-@א7 ¥/¶M" ،

٢٠٠٣"/١٦/٩. 
 
− @)K""""" =-1>" ,?@%9/" ¡UP�:Z/א" )'[Yאn"""u/א" J*](" }D->""",2)

"""""""[TA" ¥/¶M" "א/%9@?,، B" $Mא[Z&/" ,u1KEא" Â-Zv�" ,P/M[/א
""""WH"-Å-Æ(@"ÇP�È"FאCא)\n"WH"C-*Zvb٢,٥(א"(""""=%P&H

@-:'D"""=%P&H"mn"،@-:'D"""¥/¶M" ""W_H""79_-@אZ>٧/٩/٢٠٠٣א. 
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\DWSD&DDDD'()E0א!Cא`!>?אL   !!!!!!!  !ASE’ Performance Indicators 
 % 

Change 
ij 

August 
5)A1< 

September 

 

Trading Value (JD million) 9.4 213.5 233.6 $Mא[Z/א"J�Q)@-:'D"=%P&H( 
Avg. Daily Trading Value (m) 8.8 10.2 11.1 $Mא[Z/א"J��"0H%P/א"$[TYא)=%P&H(
No. of Traded Shares (m) 11.4 105.2 117.2 "J*]Eא"D[>)=%P&H( 
No. of Contracts"(thousand) 7.9 85.3 92.0 "D%^T/א"D[>)�/E-A( 
No. of Bonds Traded (th) 11.8 1.7 1.9 ",/Mא[ZYא"Fא/;:]א"D[>)�/E-A( 
Value of Bonds Traded (JD m) (7.4) 2.7 2.5 ",/Mא[ZYא"F1,"א/;:]אPK)=%P&H ( 
Market Capitalization (JD m) 3.8 6740.8 6995.6 ,PK%;/1,"אP^/א)=%P&H( 

 
 

 אkLM0#`!אLMG0!אL]kI!אLMG0 "      """"#-$-.<!(#G.<!+!l#n#mo!אL]kI!א)G.<!+!l#%#mN#)!>.-$-#אkLM0#`!א
!!!!!!!!  Top Ten Performers  !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Lowest Ten Performers  

 

Company’s  
 Name 

٪ 
! 

t5{א� 
Closing

,2)u/א"J]א  Company’s   
 Name 

٪ 
" 

t5{א� 
Closing 

,2)u/א"J]א 

Jordan Phosphate 
Mines 20.9 2.35 "J\-:HF-�]%�/א,PvD@Eא"  Woolen Industries 53.7 0.63 ,P�%l/א"F->-:l/א 

Arab German 
Insurance 16.9 0.69 ,Pv-YEא",PA)T/א`H�Z&/"  Arab East 

Investment 42.3 2.32 
"F1¤-@אZ]5/"0A)T/א"t)u/א

,'D-lZKbאM",P/-Yא 
Middle East Pharm. 
& Chemical Ind. & 
Medical Appliances 

12.7 0.96 
/&M"F->-:l[�"אt)uE"א/
 "Mא/~M[,'M-1Pא�P,א/

 International For 
Medical Inv. 34.1 0.55 

"F1¤-@אZ]5/",P/M[/א
,P9y/א 

Middle East 
Complex For Eng. 10.9 1.15 

"t)u/א"�1©"�]MEא
",P][:Åא"F->-:l&/ 

 Specialized Inv.
Compounds 32.6 3.46 

,'@-1¤Z]bא"F-T1�Z/א"
,ll¿ZYא 

Union Chemical & 
Vegetable Oil Ind. 10.1 0.62 

D-<א",'M-1P~/א"F->-:l/א"
MF%'�/א",P4-9:/א" 

 National Portfolio 
Securities 29.2 2.17 

,P:�%/א��£,"א"tא@M/"
,P/-Yא 

United Middle East 
& Commodore 
Hotels 

9.9 0.64 
"�]MEא"t)u/א"tD-:�

M@MD%H%~/א}[�ZYא" 

 Industrial Match \ 
Jimco 29.0 1.20 

/"א/M"F->-:lא/~�'�"
%~1P\ 

Real Estate 
Development 9.8 0.83 Fא@-^T/א")'%y4 

 Arab Jordan 
Investment Bank 24.3 2.61 

0A)T/1¤-@"אZ]bא"¥:A"
0vD@Eא 

International For 
Optical &Hearing 9.8 0.74 

",>-:l/",PY-T/א"F-')l9/א
F-PT1;/אM 

 Al-Zarqa For 
Education & Inv. 21.2 4.00 JP&TZ&/"C-K@�/1¤-@אZ]bאM" 

The Arab Intl. 
Food Factories 9.5 1.90 

",PA)T/א"�v-lYא,P/M[/א"
/,'U{@-1¤Z]bאM" 

 Union Advanced 
Industries 20.8 4.00 D-<bא"F->-:l&/"}@%yZYא 

Jordan Sulpho-
Chemicals 9.4 0.29 F-'M-1P2%�&;/א,PvD@Eא" 

 Real Estate 
Investment 20.7 0.99 

",'@-1¤Z]bא",'@-^T/א"/
%2@-^> 
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Foreign Investment 

 

p2qIא!(#D$]8.bא 

- The value of shares purchased by Non-
Jordanians in September equaled 
JD17.4 million, 90.8% of which was 
purchased by Arabs. 

- The value of shares sold by Non-
Jordanians was JD17.3 million, 79.2% 
of which were sold by Arabs. 

- During this month, net Non–Jordanian 
investments showed a balance of JD0.2 
million. 

-"By end of September, shares owned by 
non-Jordanians represented 37.9% of 
the ASE capitalization, 29.4% of which 
are owned by Arab investors and 8.5% 
by Non-Arabs. 

− ""$56"`PvD@E8"א{"k9K"WH"}א�uYא"J*]E1,"אPK"�.&A
"" $%&'(" )*+)١٧,٤" ("""" -*:H" ،@-:'D" =%P&H)٩٠,٨"(٪
¢)>"W')1¤Z;Y. 

− �.&A """,1PK" J*]E9-<, אYא" ""WH" "k9K" "8{" """`PvD@Eא"
)١٧,٣" (" -*:H" ،@-:'D" =%P&H)٧٩,٢" (٪"k9K" WH" -*TPA"¨

¢)>"W')1¤Z;H. 
− ""B-?"»&A @-1¤Z]8 "א{" D@Eא"`Pv "$56" אUV  *u/א) 

 )٠,٢"("=%P&H"@-:'D. 
−"""̀ PvD@E8"א{"k9K"WH" ,2%&1Yא" J*]E٣٧,٩("+~&�"א٪(""

",1P^/א"WH"",PK%;/%9@?,"""א&/"""B""""""$%&_'("",'-*v:H"،_"-*" 
)٢٩,٤"(٪M"،¢)>"W')1¤Z;Y)٨,٥"(٪¢)T/8"א./. 

12 Million Hits to the ASE’s Website   ١٢()E0א!Hg)>!Lsאt!")@A\!!uvwvxא!^A%!&' 

The number of hits to the ASE website 
reached 12 million during September. The 
number of hits for the ASE’s website from 
the beginning of the year reached 103.4 
million. 

""""""$%&'(" )_*+" $56" "א/%9@?_, �_K%_Y" W_')א/�א�" D[>" »_&A
"١٢(Q%א/0" (=%P&H،)א�L" """"�K%_Y"W')א/�א�" D[>"»&9'"¥/UAM

"¢°" ,'-*v"xZQM" S-T/א" "A]א', U:H" "١٠٣,٤(א/%9@?, (""""=%P&H
 .Lא�(

Cooperation agreement with the 
University of Yarmook 

 y)\z0א!&G\#q!H\!"6#GN!&@g#mNא 

On its premises, an agreement was signed 
with the Yarmook University to open up a 
Stock Exchange Simulation Room. It was 
signed by Mr. Tarif, from the ASE’s side 
and Dr. Fayez Khasawneh, president of the 
University. The agreement stipulates for 
joint implementation and is part of the 
series of cooperation projects with 
productive sectors supported by the World 
Bank.   The   ASE   will   be   providing   the  
necessary human expertise and skills as well 

"""""""",�){"C-uv-A"z&TZ4",PK-�4א"x&>"�PK%Z/א"�%H8/א",TH-\"B"¨
"",P/-Yא" tא@MEא" $Mא[Z/" }-2-´Stock Exchange 

Simulation Room"""W>" ,PK-�4bא" �KM" OPQ" ،
""""""W>M" �')�" kP&\" [P;/א" ¡UP�:Z/א" -V)'[H" =-1>" ,?@%A

jvM-l6"�'-�"@%Z2[/א"-*;P�@"�%H8/א",TH-\.""t-�4bא"¨"[KM"
"""`9v-¾א" k9K" WH" ��uH" [*Ê" �M)uYא" "UVא UP�:4" x&>
"""""�H" =M-TZ/א" �'@-uH" W1X" 0/M[/א" "א/9:¥ k9K" WH" J>[AM

"",P\-Zvא�" F->-y^/א" ." OPQ""""Fא �א" =-1>" ,?@%A" S[^4
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as the needed information to set up the 
project, while the University will contribute 
the place and human cadre. This project is 
part of the ASE’s awareness-raising 
campaign aimed at educating the general 
public of its basic role in investment 
promotion and economic growth. 

""""""mא" ,�-Xn" �M)uYא" "UVא C-uv�" ,HL5/א" ,')u9/א" FאC-�~/אM
""""-*Z1V-;H" �%H8/א" ,TH-\" S[^4" -12" ،,HL5/א" F-H%&TYא

"¡)u9/א" @D-~/אM" =-~Yא" 8�%ZA" .""�M)uYא" "UVא =�A" )2U'" -�M
""""""S-T/א" "א/%<0 )uv" �%X%Y" =-1>" ,?@%A" J>D" @-�n" B" 04�'

"א/9 ,P1V�A" JP&TZ/אM"�P�u4" B" 0]-]Eא" -V@MDM" ,?@%
¡D-lZKbא/:%1"א"�'�T4M"@-1¤Z]bא. 

 
 

"""�%H8/א",TH-\M"=-1>",?@%A"`A",PK-�4bא"�PK%4"WH"¯v-\      A photo for signing the agreement  
between ASE and Yarmouk University 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

"#DDDDD$D%!&DDD'()D*  !!!  !!! !! !!!!!!!!!!!!       !!Amman Stock Exchange!
"=-\)>–",P&6א@{"א/]אLM"¢)K"  !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! !  Arjan - Near Ministry of Interiors 

"�4-V٥٦٦٤١٠٩"–"٥٦٦٤٠٨١"�_2-�"""""٢١٢٤٦٦¢"."""""¬٥٦٦٤٠٧١__1>""""=-١١١٢١""−=D@Eא" 
Tel. 5664081 – 5664109      Fax 5664071      P.O. Box 212466  Amman 11121 – Jordan 

"0vM�~/א/�']"א�":E-Mail :  info@ase.com.jo  
"�v�v9~,"א�+"x&>"�K%Yא:www.ase.com.jo:"Web Site : 
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